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EDUCATE. MITIGATE. AVIATE.
Empower your aerial workflow

VERTICALLY-FOCUSED UAS TRAINING AND CONSULTING.
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES.
ENDLESS OPPORTUNITIES.

FEDERAL. STATE. MUNICIPAL. COMMERCIAL. ENTERPRISE.
PRIVATE. INDIVIDUAL.
Sundance Media Group provides training courses created for
specific uses of UAS/Drones in nearly any imaginable environment
with real world scenarios. One of the only organizations training to the
Unmanned Flight Industry Training Standards (UFITS), our clients come
away with greater experience, information, risk-mitigation tools, and
deep knowledge than any other training program available today.

Why you should choose Sundance
Media Group?

 INDUSTRY-RECOGNIZED, SUBJECT
MATTER EXPERTS
 FOCUSED, RELEVANT TRAINING TOOLS
 COUNTRY-WIDE, CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS
 25 YEARS OF TRAINING EXCELLENCE
 CUSTOMIZED COURSES FOR EACH

Each of our training programs are customtailored to the agency or client needs. Most programs include client-specific training manuals.
Active in the relevant verticals, we are
prepared to ask questions and identify
efficient methods of presenting information
and building evaluative and physical skills for
each pilot, program manager, and leadership.
Contact us today to schedule a consultation and proposal.

25 years of training excellence!

Whether beginning a small business, standing up a municipal UAS
program, or adding UAS to a construction site or other organizational
workflows, UAS training provides a structured learning environment,
speeding the professional and risk-ready growth of any pilot, regardless
of experience. SMG offers vertically focused training going far beyond
Part 107 or even “basic” flight maneuvering.
Our flight instructors hold FAA certifications in several disciplines, and
our instruction is scenario-based, using the FAA FITS training standard,
ensuring pilots not only understand the “how” of an action or decision
tree, but more importantly, to understand the “why” of the action or
decision-making process.
With 25 years in aviation and cinema/image-focused training, there is
no other organization able to provide the ROI Sundance Media Group
offers.

I have been an educator for literally 45 years, an FAA certificated fixed-wing pilot
for over 30 years (ATP & MCFI), and a professor of Aviation Technology at the
University of Alaska for 20 years. SMG is truly a “cut above” and I recommend
them without reservation for any person or agency’s training needs.
Mark Madden Professor of Aviation Technology
University of Alaska
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